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What is CLIC

Compact Linear Collider

Reminder: CLIC

I CLIC = Compact Linear Collider
I High-luminosity linear e+e� collider at the

energy frontier
I Energy from few hundred GeV up to 3 TeV
I Proposed for the post HL-LHC phase

I Staged construction
I Two-beam acceleration scheme
I High acceleration gradient of 100 MV/m

I Physics goals:
I Precision measurements of SM processes

(Higgs boson, top quark)
I Precision measurements of new physics

potentially discovered at LHC or CLIC
I Search for new physics: unique sensitivity

to particles with electroweak charge 100 MV m�1
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High-luminosity linear e+e- collider 
Three energy stages up to 3 TeV 

adaptable to LHC discoveries at 13/14 TeV 
The multi-TeV option for future lepton colliders

125 March 2018 CERN Academic Training Lectures on CLIC

Comparison to other e+e− collider options

CLIC is the only mature option for a multi-TeV e+e− collider

Linear colliders:
• Can reach the highest energies
• Luminosity rises with energy
• Beam polarisation at all energies

Circular colliders:
• Large luminosity at 
lower energies
• Luminosity decreases 
with energy

NB: Peak luminosity at 
LEP2 (209 GeV) was ≈1032 cm−2s−1
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CLIC physics and tracking performance requirements
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Standard model physics 
Higgs and top precision measurements 
cross-section of interesting processes is 
8 orders of magnitude lower than total 
pp cross-section

BSM physics 
masses, mixing angles, couplings, spins 
of new sparticles 
very rare processes accessible due to 
low backgrounds (e.g. no QCD)

Physics goals
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Standard model physics 
Higgs and top precision measurements 
cross-section of interesting processes is 
8 orders of magnitude lower than total 
pp cross-section

BSM physics 
masses, mixing angles, couplings, spins 
of new sparticles 
very rare processes accessible due to 
low backgrounds (e.g. no QCD)

Physics goals => Tracking performance requirements
Momentum resolution

Impact parameter resolution

155 March 2018 CERN Academic Training Lectures on CLIC

Detector requirements

  pT 

pT
2

~2×10−5GeV −1

σ (d
0
)=√a2+b2⋅GeV 2 /( p2 sin3θ ) , a≈5μ m ,b≈15μ m

• Momentum resolution
(e.g. Higgs recoil mass, H → μ+μ−,
leptons from BSM processes)

• Energy resolution for light-quark jets
(e.g. W/Z/h separation)

• Impact parameter resolution
(b/c tagging, e.g. Higgs couplings)

• Lepton identification, very forward electron tagging

 E
E

~3.5−5% for E=1000−50GeV
Best possible angular coverage
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CLIC beam structure and beam-induced backgrounds
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bunch trains
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CLIC beam structure and beam-induced backgrounds
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bunch trains
Each bunch train = 312 bunches,  distant 0.5ns 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for offline reconstruction 
not all bunches contain a 
“hard” interaction
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bunch trains
Each bunch train = 312 bunches,  distant 0.5ns 

entire bunch train available 
for offline reconstruction 
not all bunches contain a 
“hard” interaction

Two main sources of background

19k particles/bunch train at 
3TeV  

(pT > 20 MeV, θ > 7.3 deg)

17k particles/bunch train 
at 3TeV

Beam-induced backgrounds at CLIC
I Achieve high luminosities by using extremely small beam sizes

! 3 TeV CLIC: Bunch size: sx;y;z = {40 nm; 1 nm; 44 µm}
! very high E-fields ! beam-beam interactions:

g g ! hadrons

I Background particles
I Reduces

ps

Main backgrounds (pT > 20 MeV, q > 7.3�)
I Incoherent e+e� pairs:

I 19k particles / bunch train at 3 TeV
I High occupancies ! Impact on detector

granularity and design
I g g ! hadrons

I 17k particles / bunch train at 3 TeV
I Main background in calorimeters

and trackers ! Impact on detector
granularity, design and physics meas.
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Detector requirements from experimental conditions
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drives timing 
requirements on the 

detectors

Small bunch size => 
strong beamstrahlung

bunch size

σx 45 nm

σy 1 nm

σz 44 μm

BEAM STRUCTURE

BACKGROUND

A CLIC-inspired detector for FCC-ee - FCCWeek 30.5.2017 | Emilia Leogrande

CLIC beam structure and beam-induced backgrounds
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bunch trains
Each bunch train = 312 bunches,  distant 0.5ns 

entire bunch train available 
for offline reconstruction 
not all bunches contain a 
“hard” interaction

Two main sources of background

19k particles/bunch train at 
3TeV  

(pT > 20 MeV, θ > 7.3 deg)

17k particles/bunch train 
at 3TeV

=> Tracking timing requirements

Time stamp hits from the detectors 
(central det <=> physics event) 
Impose timing cuts (10BX before, 
20BX after physics event)

10ns integration time  
10/⎷12 ns hit resolution

Beam-induced backgrounds at CLIC
I Achieve high luminosities by using extremely small beam sizes

! 3 TeV CLIC: Bunch size: sx;y;z = {40 nm; 1 nm; 44 µm}
! very high E-fields ! beam-beam interactions:

g g ! hadrons

I Background particles
I Reduces

ps

Main backgrounds (pT > 20 MeV, q > 7.3�)
I Incoherent e+e� pairs:

I 19k particles / bunch train at 3 TeV
I High occupancies ! Impact on detector

granularity and design
I g g ! hadrons

I 17k particles / bunch train at 3 TeV
I Main background in calorimeters

and trackers ! Impact on detector
granularity, design and physics meas.
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CLIC detector: CLICdet
Inspired by ILC
detector concepts
SiD and ILD and
optimised for CLIC
environment

I Large silicon
tracker
R=1.5 m

I ECAL with 40
layers (22 X0)

I HCAL with 60
layers (7.5 lI)

I B-field of 4 T
I Last focussing

magnet QD0
outside detector:
increased HCAL
forward
acceptance

11.4 m

12.8 m

Vertex detector

Silicon tracker

Superconduct.
solenoid, 4 T

Return Yoke
+ Muon ID

Fine grained
calorimeters

End coils

Forward
calorimeters
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The CLIC detector - focus on the tracking system
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The CLIC detector - focus on the tracking system
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26cm

Vertex detector  
Silicon pixels 25x25 μm2 

single point resolution = 3 μm 
material budget: 0.2%X0 per layer
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26cm

4.4m

3m

5 Silicon Tracker

5 Silicon Tracker

The tracking systems considered for the two CDR detector models were a TPC for CLIC_ILD and an all-
silicon tracker for CLIC_SiD. Occupancy studies using the CLIC 3 TeV beam conditions [7, 8] found an
occupancy of about 30% in the TPC pads (without safety factors), caused mainly by the long readout time
and the fact that background hits are integrated over the full CLIC bunch train. Moreover, it turned out
that the contribution of the TPC to an accurate momentum measurement is limited [3]. It was therefore
concluded that the next CLIC detector model should feature an all-silicon tracker. As a result, the vertex
and tracker are regarded as one unified tracking system in the reconstruction process. (The dimensions
of the cells in vertex and tracker, as presently envisaged, are given in Appendix I 13.)

A conceptual design for supporting the vertex detector and beam vacuum tube inside a support cylinder
had been proposed for the CDR detector models [21]. This support cylinder had a diameter just large
enough to fit around the conical vacuum pipe. However, such a layout prevents the forward tracker disks
to cover the smallest possible angles, thus penalising tracking in a region which is already suffering from
the small

R
B dl. A support tube at a larger radius, as chosen for CLICdet, helps avoiding this issue.

The overall layout of the silicon tracker in CLICdet is shown in Figure 11. The tracking volume has
a radius of 1.5 m and a half-length of 2.2 m. The main support tube has an inner and outer radius of
0.575 and 0.600 m, respectively, and a half-length of 2.25 m. This support tube effectively divides the
tracker volume into two regions: the "Inner Tracker" and "Outer Tracker". The Inner Tracker contains
three tracker barrel layers (ITB1-3) and, on each side of the barrel, seven inner tracker disks (ITD1-7).
The Outer Tracker is built from three large barrel layers (OTB1-3) complemented on either side by four
outer tracker disks (OTD1-4).

When compared to CLIC_SiD, CLICdet has a much larger tracking system, in particular extending
the forward region acceptance. The number of expected hits in CLICdet as a function of polar angle q is
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11: Overall layout of the tracking system: the area in darker red illustrates the main support tube
for the inner tracking region, the vertex detector and the vacuum system. The central grey
area is the envelope for the air cooling of the vertex detector.

13

Vertex detector  
Silicon pixels 25x25 μm2 

single point resolution = 3 μm 
material budget: 0.2%X0 per layer

Tracker detector  
Silicon microstrips 
single point resolution = 7 x 90 μm2 
material budget: 
detector: ~1%X0 per layer 
support&cables: ~2.5%X0
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Vertex detector  
Silicon pixels 25x25 μm2 

single point resolution = 3 μm 
material budget: 0.2%X0 per layer

Tracker detector  
Silicon microstrips 
single point resolution = 7 x 90 μm2 
material budget: 
detector: ~1%X0 per layer 
support&cables: ~2.5%X0

Low-mass detector
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From simulated hits to reconstructed hits

To approximate the effect of pixels (strips), the simulated hits are 
smeared with a Gaussian distribution  

σ = single point resolution of the sub detector 
smearing in local coordinate system
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Digitization

Overlay background

Detector requirements from experimental conditions
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drives timing 
requirements on the 

detectors

Small bunch size => 
strong beamstrahlung

bunch size

σx 45 nm

σy 1 nm

σz 44 μm

BEAM STRUCTURE

BACKGROUND

A CLIC-inspired detector for FCC-ee - FCCWeek 30.5.2017 | Emilia Leogrande

simulated physics events + γγ->hadrons 
timing cuts to reduce background

Simulation
geometry, magnetic field, sensitive detectors 
MonteCarlo particle guns or complex events 
physics list (Geant4) 
MC-truth linking (hits and particles that produced them)
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Tracks in conformal space

u =
x

x2 + y2
v =

y

x2 + y2

Conformal mapping applies a geometry transform that maps circles in the x,y plane passing 

through the origin into straight lines in the u,v plane

Pattern recognition in conformal space via cellular automaton, used to perform straight line search

hits from the vertex hits from the tracker
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Pattern recognition - full chain

This pattern recognition is geometry-agnostic: 

based on the hits position in global space  

no constraint on the hit position in the subdetectors

Build tracks                       Vertex barrel                       Standard cuts 
Extend tracks                   Vertex endcap                  Standard cuts 
Build tracks                        Vertex b + e                       Standard cuts 
Build tracks                        Vertex b + e                       Looser cuts (angle x 5) 
Build tracks                        Vertex b + e                       Looser cuts (angle x 10) 
Build tracks                        Vertex b + e                       Looser cuts (angle x 10; χ2 x 20) 
Extend tracks                    Tracker collections          Looser cuts (angle x 10; χ2 x 20) 
Build tracks                        All collections                    Displaced cuts

Emilia Leogrande| Connecting the Dots 2018,  Seattle - 22/03/2018

0.5
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1.5
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Pattern recognition - build tracks in vertex barrel

Search for a pattern starts in the vertex barrel hits
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seed hit

Each hit is used as seed to look for neighbors, i.e. 
hits not outside the search cone 
hits not too far from the seed hit

Search for a pattern starts in the vertex barrel hits

Pattern recognition - build tracks in vertex barrel
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seed hit

seed 
cell 1

seed 
cell 2

Seed cells are created and extended to virtual hits 
from which the look for neighbors is repeated

Each hit is used as seed to look for neighbors, i.e. 
hits not outside the search cone 
hits not too far from the seed hit

Search for a pattern starts in the vertex barrel hits

Pattern recognition - build tracks in vertex barrel
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seed hit

seed 
cell 1

seed 
cell 2

cellular 
track 1

cellular 
track 2

cellular 
track 3

Each hit is used as seed to look for neighbors, i.e. 
hits not outside the search cone 
hits not too far from the seed hit

Search for a pattern starts in the vertex barrel hits

Seed cells are created and extended to virtual hits 
from which the look for neighbors is repeated

Cellular tracks are vectors of cells 
each cell includes a weight 
each subsequent link increments the weight by 1 
create valid tracks starting from higher weight 
back to the seed cell 

if more paths available, branch the track 

w = 0 
w = 1 
w = 2 
w = 3

Pattern recognition - build tracks in vertex barrel
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seed hit

cellular 
track 1

cellular 
track 2

cellular 
track 3

For all cellular tracks stemming from the seed hit: 
linear regression in (u,v) —> χ2/ndf 
linear regression in (s,z) —> χ2sz/ndf 
s: arc segment along the helix 

hits progressively removed one by one to refit and 
compare χ2

Pattern recognition - build tracks in vertex barrel
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seed hit

cellular 
track 1

cellular 
track 2

cellular 
track 3

For all cellular tracks stemming from the seed hit: 
linear regression in (u,v) —> χ2/ndf 
linear regression in (s,z) —> χ2sz/ndf 
s: arc segment along the helix 

hits progressively removed one by one to refit and 
compare χ2

Best track is the one with lowest χ2 

similar χ2 are kept 
clones (overlapping hits >= 2) are skimmed 
longest usually preferred if χ2 not too large

Pattern recognition - build tracks in vertex barrel
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seed hit

cellular 
track 1

cellular 
track 2

cellular 
track 3

For all cellular tracks stemming from the seed hit: 
linear regression in (u,v) —> χ2/ndf 
linear regression in (s,z) —> χ2sz/ndf 
s: arc segment along the helix 

hits progressively removed one by one to refit and 
compare χ2

Best track is the one with lowest χ2 

similar χ2 are kept 
clones (overlapping hits >= 2) are skimmed 
longest usually preferred if χ2 not too large

Hits are marked as used and the search continues with 
the unused ones in the collection

Pattern recognition - build tracks in vertex barrel
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Tracks made in the vertex barrel are extended in the 
vertex endcaps, starting from the seed cell between 
the last two hits of the track

seed 
cell

Each hit candidate is progressively added to the 
track. The track is refitted and the hit is accepted/
rejected based on a χ2 cut

Hit candidates with which to extend the track are 
picked based on the nearest neighbors search

Pattern recognition - extend tracks in vertex endcaps
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Pattern recognition - build tracks with leftover vertex hits and extend in tracker

Once all possible extensions are made, try to build new tracks with leftover hits from 
combined collection vertex barrel + endcap 

standard cuts 
looser angle cuts 
looser χ2 cuts
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Pattern recognition - build tracks with leftover vertex hits and extend in tracker

Once all possible extensions are made, try to build new tracks with leftover hits from 
combined collection vertex barrel + endcap 

standard cuts 
looser angle cuts 
looser χ2 cuts

Extend all tracks made in the vertex (barrel, endcap, combined) to all the tracker hit collections
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Pattern recognition - build tracks with leftover vertex hits and extend in tracker

Once all possible extensions are made, try to build new tracks with leftover hits from 
combined collection vertex barrel + endcap 

standard cuts 
looser angle cuts 
looser χ2 cuts

Extend all tracks made in the vertex (barrel, endcap, combined) to all the tracker hit collections
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Min number of hits to 
make a track: 4
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Last step of the chain: displaced tracks in conformal space

Major strategy change 
broader search angle than for prompt tracks 
min number of hits: 5 
inverted order search: from tracker to vertex hits

Conformal mapping turns circles through the origin in (x,y) into straight lines in (u,v) 

=> quadratic terms to include displaced tracks, but eventually χ2 breaks down
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Pattern recognition - timing performance

Build tracks                       Vertex barrel                       Standard cuts 
Extend tracks                   Vertex endcap                  Standard cuts 
Build tracks                        Vertex b + e                       Standard cuts 
Build tracks                        Vertex b + e                       Looser cuts (angle x 5) 
Build tracks                        Vertex b + e                       Looser cuts (angle x 10) 
Build tracks                        Vertex b + e                       Looser cuts (angle x 10; chi2 x 20) 
Extend tracks                    Tracker collections          Looser cuts (angle x 10; chi2 x 20) 
Build tracks                        All collections                    Displaced cuts

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H

1 ttbar event @3TeV (66 tracks) 1 ttbar event @3TeV  
with 30BX γγ->hadrons (680 tracks)

A 1.15s 1.55s
B 0.0007s 0.026s
C 0.07s 2.3s
D 0.28s 30s
E 0.21s 26.3s
F 0.20s 20s
G 0.05s 0.9s
H 10s 335s (=6min)
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Fitting the tracks

Event Data 

Model

DD4hep Rec 

extensions

Marlin (Modular Analysis and 

Reconstruction for the LINear collider)
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Fitting the tracks

Event Data 

Model

DD4hep Rec 

extensions

KalTest: iterative Kalman filter 
DDKalTest: DD4hep - KalTest = interface 
to provide surfaces

Marlin (Modular Analysis and 

Reconstruction for the LINear collider)
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Fitting the tracks

Event Data 

Model

DD4hep Rec 

extensions

KalTest: iterative Kalman filter 
DDKalTest: DD4hep - KalTest = interface 
to provide surfaces

Marlin (Modular Analysis and 

Reconstruction for the LINear collider)

Helix prefit with 3 hits gives track state 
first, middle, last 

Initialise fit with prefit parameters 
Kalman filter 

hits added one by one  
accepted/rejected based on a χ2 cut
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Performances 1. single particle efficiency for displaced tracks
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Performances 2. efficiency for ttbar events at 3TeV
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|cosθ| < 0.99 
N unique hits >=4
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Performances 3. fake rate for ttbar events at 3TeV

vertex R < 50 mm 
10 < θ < 170 deg

pT > 1 GeV/c 
10 < θ < 170 deg

Fake rate = fraction of impure reconstructed particles out of the total reconstructed

purity < 75% 
purity = Nhits belonging to the 
associated MC Particle / total Nhits
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Performances 5. tracking efficiency for the FCC-ee CLIC-Like Detector (CLD)

Main (but not all) differences between CLICdet and CLD  
Detector solenoidal field 2T (4T for CLIC) 

Outer tracker radius increased to 2.15m (1.5m) 
Beampipe radius 15mm (29mm) 

Inner vertex radius decreased to 17mm (31mm)

Tuning of pattern recognition 
parameters (search angles, distances)

Z-like boson events decaying 
at rest into light quarks 
+ background from e+e- pairs
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Further improvements and open points

Currently implementing a check for clones at the end of the pattern recognition chain 

longest track normally preferred, if the χ2 is not too much larger
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Using MonteCarlo information for debugging purposes, it was realized that some 

particles are reconstructed by multiple tracks 

split tracks 

tracks picking complementary hits

Further improvements and open points

Currently implementing a check for clones at the end of the pattern recognition chain 

longest track normally preferred, if the χ2 is not too much larger

x xx xx x xx xx
x xx xx x xx xx

3DR

At the moment, artificially merging the hits from the two tracks and fit 

angular and pT matching  

But: problem of overmerging 

x xx xx x x x x x x x x x
x xx x
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Summary

CLIC is the only multi-TeV option on the market for future lepton-collider 
A detector for CLIC has been designed, optimized and validated 
Its low-mass tracking system allows for conformal tracking algorithm 

Detector is available in full simulation 
Software reconstruction chain is fully implemented 

simulated —> reconstructed hits 
hits in conformal space 
pattern recognition via cellular automaton 
track fit 

Conformal tracking performs in reconstructing single particle and complex events 
special effort has been spent lately for displaced tracks reconstruction 
ongoing/foreseen improvements, cut optimizations, speed gain, solving open points 
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CLIC physics Reminder: CLIC physics programme

Standard Model processes + example BSM processes

I CLIC energy reach: 350 GeV to 3 TeV, adjustable to new discoveries
I CLIC physics programme focusses on

I Precision measurements of Higgs boson and top quark
I Indirect and direct BSM searches

CERN Academic Training Eva Sicking: Detector technology R&D for CLIC 7

Standard model physics 
Higgs and top precision measurements

Reminder: CLIC physics programme

Standard Model processes + example BSM processes

I CLIC energy reach: 350 GeV to 3 TeV, adjustable to new discoveries
I CLIC physics programme focusses on

I Precision measurements of Higgs boson and top quark
I Indirect and direct BSM searches

CERN Academic Training Eva Sicking: Detector technology R&D for CLIC 7

BSM physics 
masses, mixing angles, coupling, spins 
of the new sparticles



CLIC physics 



CLIC acceleration scheme 



CLIC acceleration scheme 



R&D challenges

Vertex Tracker



Pixel technology

Hybrid Monolithic

50-200μm thick

100μm thick



CLICdet vertex layers - radii and angular coverage
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CLICdet tracker layers - radii and angular coverage
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Detector implementation in full simulation
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Detector implementation in full simulation

Single source of geometry information for simulation, reconstruction and analysis: DD4hep

Detector description = tree-like hierarchy of DetElements
detector constructors (drivers) [C++] 
compact description [xml]

Reconstruction extension = high-level view of detector 
DDRec (subpackage of DD4hep) attaches Data Structures to 
DetElements  
Data Structures contain physical properties (layers, cell sizes, 
point resolutions,..)

Surface extension = condensed info for reconstruction 
measurement directions of hits, local-to-global, material 
placed in the middle of sensitive material 
properties from averaging total material

sensitive

support 1

support 2
support 3

surface 



Conformal tracking formulae

DRAFT

2 Conformally mapped cellular automaton

2. Conformally mapped cellular automaton56

2.1. Hit mapping57

All hits in the detector are considered only in the xy plane, and transformed into points on the uv plane58

by the mapping59

u =
x

x
2 + y

2 v =
y

x
2 + y

2 (1)

Given the helix described by the circle in the xy plane60

(x�a)2 +(y�b)2 = r
2 (2)

a line will be present in uv space with equation61

v =�
⇣

a

b

⌘
u+

1
2b

(3)

A simple graphical illustration can be seen in figure 1, showing three tracks with uniformly distributed62

hits both in global and conformal space: an ideal track (passing through the origin of the xy plane and63

unperturbed in its path (1); a track displaced from the origin of the xy plane due to non-prompt decay (2);64

and a track undergoing multiple scattering at two arbitrary points (3). The case of non-prompt tracks has65

been discussed in detail in literature ([]), including useful extensions to the formalism not used further66

here. The limitations introduced by particle scattering for such a mapping are also apparent.67

As the conformal mapping transforms the projected helices onto straight lines in uv space, a simple68

pattern recognition can be performed by simply regarding the the hit locations in polar co-ordinates.69

Grouping of hits in q will appear for all straight lines pointing towards the origin. In practice however,70

multiple scattering and non-prompt tracks will create deviations from the expected q close to the origin,71

which when considering multiple tracks close in space to each other, leads to confusion. For this reason,72

cellular automaton is used to perform the pattern recognition in conformal space.73

2.2. Cellular automaton74

Cellular automaton involves at least two distinct steps: cell creation and track f inding. Cell creation75

involves both the creation of cells between different measurement points and the weighting of those76

cells, while track finding uses these weighted cells to produce candidate tracks with a sufficient number77

of hits. In order to start the cellular automaton, seed cells are created in uv space, starting at outer radii78
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Figure 1: An example of tracks in (left) xy and (right) uv co-ordinates. Three track types are shown:
prompt (1), non-prompt (2) and prompt with scattering (3).
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2.3. Conformal track fit119

For the barrel region, the measurement axes are aligned with the global z-axis and perpendicular to120

the radial vector pointing towards the module centre in the global xy plane. The error calculation for121

conformally-mapped hits in the barrel detector is therefore dependent on only one of the measurement122

axes. If the conformal hit position is calculated in polar co-ordinates, with123

q = tan�1
✓

x

y

◆
+p (5)

then the error on the conformal hit in the u- and v-directions can be approximated by124

su =
e sinq

r
2 sv =

e cosq
r

2 (6)

with the implicit assumption that the hit lies on the radial vector pointing from the origin to the centre of125

the module in the global xy plane.126

For the endcap detectors, both of the measurement axes lie on the global xy plane and will therefore127

contribute to the uncertainty on the conformal hit positions. Although these are calculated in the same128

way as for barrel detectors, the position error in the conformal plane will instead be approximated by129

su =
e1|sinq |+ e2|cosq |

r
2 sv =

e1|cosq |+ e2|sinq |
r

2 (7)

This again contains several assumptions in order to simplify the error calculation and reduce expensive130

computations; namely that the measurement axis with error e1 is parallel to the radial vector passing131

through the origin and along the centre of the module, with the measurement axis with error e2 perpen-132

dicular to it.133

All of the approximations in the above error calculations could be solved by calculating, on instanti-134

ation of the algorithm class, the angle q of the measurement axis on each module in the global xy plane.135

The equations listed above would then become absolute values of the conformal hit errors.136

2.4. Helix sz track fit137

One immediate impact of performing pattern recognition using a projection into 2 dimensions is the loss138

of information and the resulting ambiguities that may arise. To mitigate this, an additional fit can be139

performed in the sz plane, effectively performing the other half of the helix fit using only a second 2-140

dimensional minimisation. As the arc segment s varies linearly with the length along the principal helix141

axis (in this case the global z axis), the hits on the track can be fit according to142

wz+f = tan�1
✓

y�b

x�a

◆
(8)

using the same circle described in equation 2. Since a fit in conformal space has already been performed,143

the values a and b of the circle are already known, leaving only w and f to be calculated. The c2 of this144

fit can then be calculated using the errors on both z and the other fitted quantity. If this is abbreviated to145

a = tan�1
✓

y�b

x�a

◆
(9)

then the error sa is given by146

sa =

2
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Performances. single particles
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